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with two astrophysical applications 
By PER 0LOF FROMAN 
• Summary. - If the statistical mechanical formula (!), which has been derived by 0. KLEIN, 
is combined with the well-known thermodynamical equilibrium condition (2) containing the 
chemical potentials µr, one immediately obtains the general equilibrium equation (3), which 
contains as special cases SAHA's formula (4) and another well-known formula (5) of great astro-
physical importance. 
Using the powerful concept of a Gibbs' grand canonical ensemble, 0. KLEIN 
has derived the following formula1 : 
_ (2 n mr k T) ~ l'r - Er~~ 
Nr.• - h2 gr,s e k T ' (1) 
from which it follows that 
(2 n mr k T)!!_ !2- - Er,s Nr='J,.Nr, 1 = h2 2el<T~gr,se kT, (1 a) 
where 
Nr,s is the mean number of particles (per unit volume) of kind r which are in 
the internal quantum state s, regardless of the translatory motion of the 
particle 
gr, s is the statistical weight of the internal quantum state s of the particles of 
kind r 
Er,s 1s the energy of the internal quantum state s of the particles of kind r 
µr is the chemical potential of the particles of kind r 
mr 1s the mass of a particle of kind r 
T is the absolute temperature 
k is Boltzmann's constant 
h is Planck's constant. 
We now consider a possible reaction 
L~rAr=O, 
r 
1 0. KLEIN, G. BESKOW and L. TREFF'ENBERG, Arkiv for mat., astr. o. fys., Band 33 B, No. l 
(1946-47); 0. KLEIN, Supplemento al volume VI, Serie IX de! Nuovo Cimento, N. 2 (1949). For 
one kind of particle the formula was also given in Professor KLEIN's lectures on statistical 
mechanics in l 951-52. 
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hotw on the li ff r ent l<inds f p ru:ticl s . Here, Ar is the symbol for a particle 
of kind r, ~~nd ~. a.re oeffi ients (of which some are positive and some nega. 
Li.ve). l1'or t ho al>O e re1Wtim 1 we ha.v . the well-known thermodynamic equilib. 
ri um <:on.di ti lli 
L %r /lr = 0. (2) 
r 
Combining (1) and (2), we immediately obtain the following general equilib-
rium equation2 
TI(N )"•=n{(2:rcmrkT)i e-~:}~r r, s h2 gr,s 
T T 
We obtain 
I/ (Nr)"•= 9 {(2n~; kT)f~gr,se-:•;} "r 






from (1) u.nc.l (l ii). The formulae (3 a) and (3 b) together constitute an equilib-
rium equation which is tLS general as (3). 
We shal l now us (3) to obtain two well-known equilibrium equations of con-
sidero:bJe astrophy. ickil importanc . 
I. Lot r den te hose atoms of a certain kind which have lost r electrons. 
If (3 ) is aipplic l to the specinl l'eaotion in which such an ion loses a further 
el tron, on immediately btains SA11A's formula in the form 
NeN r+1,s·= 2:rcm; . 2.2gr+l,!'.e- kT ( kT) S Er+t,s·-Er, s N r.s h gr,s (4) 
if the electron mass is neglected in comparison with the atomic mass. Ne denotes 
the mean number of free electrons per unit volume, and me denotes the elec-
t r n mass. 
TI . Let N (nJC, '1'1,L , ... ) deuote th mean numb r of atoms or ions of a cer-
tain ki11 d (per uuit volume) wit,b nK J ctruns l 1tnd i'n the K-shell, nL electrons 
bom1cl in t h · L-sh ll, etc. If (3) is applied to t h s1 ecial reaction in which such 
an atom or ion loses all its •I ctrnns, one immediately obtains 
N(nK , nL,nM, .. . ) ( Ne )nK+nL+nM+··· 
N (0, 0, 0, .. . ) = 2 (2 :re~; k T)i · 
(5) 
(2·12) (2•22) (2•32) nKXK+nLXL+nMXM+ . .. , . . ... e kT nK nL nM 
1 'rhis qui libl'iurn •ondi t ion can be derived by the u~ or Grbhs' g l'and canonical ensemble. 
O. K LJJ: 1N Supµk m nto nl \tOlume VI, aerie IX de! Ni1ov o 'm 11tu. 1• 2 (1949). 
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if the mass of the electrons is neglected in comparison with the atomic mass. 
Here XK,XL,XM, ... denote the (mean) ionization potentials for the K-,L-,M-, ... 
shells. The formula (5) is very important for calculations of the ionization (and 
the opacity) of stellar matter. 
This note was initiated by Professor 0. KLEIN's lectures on statistical me-
chanics given in 1951-52 at Stockholms Hogskola. I am indebted to Professor 
KLEIN for valuable discussions and for his kind criticism of my manuscript. 
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